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ABSTRACT 

 

Nowadays many fake images are expanded through digital media and many 

newspapers. Images are often directed with the intent and purpose of benefiting one 

party. In fact, the images are often seen as the reveal of a fact or reality, therefore, false 

news or any form of printing that using images that have been manipulated or tempering 

[8] in such a way have the ability and potential to misinform the larger ones. To 

detection image falsification of a huge number of image data is required, and an 

architectural model that can process severally pixel in the image. In adding with project, 

effectiveness and adjustability in the training data is also required to support its usage 

in daily life. The concept of error level analysis big data and machine learning is the 

right solution to this type of problem. Therefore, with the Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) [9] architecture that utilizes Error Level Analysis (ELA) [6], image 

forgery detection can reach above 80% and convergence with only this time. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction: 

There are many tools available in photo editing and photo manipulation [6], which will 

change our real picture. In Empty eyes, we don't catch what image is original which is 

fake. Social networks all picture is not correct images. Specifically, Improvements to 

smart devices like smartphones play a vital role in uploading and downloading images 

to those social networks. The social network is a platform where socialize, share and 

spread knowledge But caution is not practiced. Sometimes the images give us wrong 

information. when is the most manipulation by photoshop or any other editing software 

is a photo edit has many techniques for manipulating an image using a specific purpose. 

Pictures mesh can be made by fake for the various purposes it used that why we need 

accurate information. 

 

1.2 Motivation: 

There is much headway of the advanced image handling software and altering tools, a 

computerized picture can be effectively controlled. An image can be used as valid 

information because image manipulation requires identification. It used Investigating, 

and in various cases for the crime. The image detection techniques intend to confirm 

the credibility of computerized pictures with no correct information about the original 

image There are numerous routes for altering pictures. For example, coloring 

resampling, cutout, image retouching, and copy-move [1]. we have examined different 

types of image fabrication and their detection techniques; mainly we focused on pixel-

based image fake detection techniques. 

 

1.3 Rationale of the Study: 

Nowadays in the world, so many crimes and harassment or blackmail consist of using 

fake images. Some people in the world working with image-related research projects 

such as image manipulating, blind image detect, colorize image detection [1], etc. and 

simultaneously developed their project. Also, fake image detection related research 

work available in the world but their project nothing to up to mark success ratio. So, 
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we are trying to solution perfectly and accuracy fake image detection and reduce the 

crime and harassment.  

 

1.4 Research Questions: 

A research question is a responsible investigation into specific concerns or issues. This 

is the first step in a research project. 'Getting Started' means once you have an idea of 

what you want to study, the research question is the first active step in a research project. 

When you are looking for the answers to all the questions, your research project will be 

very easy and complete, to begin with. 

 

1.5 Expected Output: 

First of all, look forward to expected outputs of a research project are the deliverables 

and research work properly maintained. When we are in work with fake image detection 

research project objectives and complete the project properly then we will try to usable 

and acceptance in the people. Since it is challenging fake image detection project so we 

will make sure to keep the success ratio above 90%. And this project delivers it to 

everyone so that they cannot commit the crime and misleading information using fake 

images. 

 

1.6 Report Layout: 

In chapter1: We have to introduce that at present, which digital zones are more 

vulnerable to use fake image and the and a fake image can do harm to people. We also 

mentioned about an introduction, motivation, rationale of the study, lookup questions 

and predicted the result of our thesis project. Later followed by way of the report layout. 

 

In chapter2: We describe the related works, research summary, the scope of the hassle 

and challenges. 

 

In chapter3: Focus on research methodology and additionally discuss lookup 

challenge and instrumentation, statistics collection procedure, statistical analysis, 

implementation requirements. 
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In chapter4: We describe the important points of experimental outcomes and dialogue 

which, consists of the following parts such as, experimental results, descriptive 

analysis, and summary. 

 

In chapter5: We have concluded our comparison outcome and additionally about some 

different aspects that can be included in future works for the higher of my lookup work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

 

2.1 Introduction: 

Imitation is not new to humanity but it is an exceptionally old problem. Nowadays a 

picture can be easily controlled and changed due to computerized picture handling 

software [3] and device changing device. Externally identifying people whether the 

image is unique or manipulated is a final problem. There is a rapid rise of digitally 

controlled false-cations on standard media and the Internet. 

 

2.2 Related Works: 

In this time many techniques and methods currently available in detection fake 

images. Currently, most acquirements, manipulation, and cooptation use the JPG 

standard for Image composition and the number of technology and research is 

increasing every day. firstly, find the reference image for the image database using a 

content-based image save system. We focus on media photo images and propose and 

develop a useful algorithm for detecting fraud zones in the most popular image formats 

JPEG and other digital camera supported image formats [11]. Although digital image 

fraud detection has a large number of applications related to the forensic science 

document Q&A section, it is very helpful for media, publications, law, military, medical 

image science applications, satellite imagery and the World Wide Web publications. 

 

2.3 Research Summary: 

  

                                         Figure 2.3.1: Block diagram 
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We noticed that the fake images and their associated natural images show statistical 

differences, which can be further used as identification 

 

 

 

        
 

                                                                                    

                                Figure 2.3.2: Real image and Fake image 

 

 

2.4 Scope of the Problem: 

They provide an open dataset of digital images composed of duplicate images, such as 

those created using different lighting conditions and image algorithms: 

1. Content-Aware Completion and Patch match 

2. Content-aware healing 

3. Clone Stamp  

4. Image reconstruction 

5. Alpha Matting (for piecemeal) 

6. Inpainting (image reconstruction of damaged parts - a special case of 

copy/paste) 

 

2.5 Challenges: 

The report will be about deep learning access to perfect the first stage of the challenge. 

Everything from data cleanup, preprocessing, conversational neural network 

architecture to instruction and amends will be stated in detail. Several limitations apply 

to mine this image forgery detection data [10], i.e. the raw data must be an image with 

loss compression (for example.jpg), not is it a computer-generated image (CGI).The 
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participating parties need to identify the images as fake or primitive (never intended). 

The second step is to identify/localize the fake regions in their duplicate images 

 

 

There were some challenging tasks to implemented this such as, 

   1.  To choose the appropriate images 

   2.  Correct error level analysis 

   3.  Processed data  

   4.  Neural network make was very difficult 
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CHAPTER 3 

Research Methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction: 

Most image files do not contain just one image the image is carrying his information 

into the metadata. The metadata used include various types of metadata in different 

image formats, providing more information about the genre of an image along with the 

camera type, color position information, and application notes, etc. When an image 

manipulation with photoshop or other editing software then occurs some error. This 

error is significant for finding a forgery image and we use error level analysis code [6]. 

Then we use techniques that machine learning with deep learning it's Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) on process images. 

 

3.2 Research Subject and Instrumentation: 

We search for fake image detection solution and the following tools, such as error-level 

analysis (ELA) and conversational neural network (CNN) model, are a method for 

learning deep learning theory. And software we use python, anaconda, an use open-

source library Keras and TensorFlow 

 

3.3 Data Collection Procedure: 

Generally, architectural design is divided into two main parts, namely data readiness 

and model residence. In the early stages, the input data element of the images in the 

early stage format JPEG, with details as follows: 4000 images with tampered labels and 

300 images with real labels. [8] Entered into the stage of data formulation. Error level 

analysis transforms the data into an image. Then, the  error level analysis image will be 

resized to a 128 x 128 size image. 
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        A)           B) 

   Figure 3.3.1: A) Input image. B) Convert input data to ELA 

 

Converting raw data to images from  error level analysis is a method used to increase 

the training efficiency of the Convolutional Neural Network model. This efficiency can 

be achieved because the  error level analysis images contain information that is not as 

excessive as the original image. In addition, the pixels in  error level analysis images 

tend to have a color that is similar or even very contrasting with nearby pixels, so 

training the Convolutional Neural Network model becomes more efficient. The next 

step is to normalize by dividing each RGB value by number 255.0 to normalize so that 

Convolutional Neural Network converges faster (reaching the minimum global value 

of loss belonging to validation data) because the value of each RGB value only ranges 

between 0 and 1. if represents  1 than the next process to change the label on data  

tampered and 0represents 0 real into categorical value.  

 

3.4 Statistical Analysis: 

The maximum accuracy of the results acquired from the proposed method is above 

80.00%. The accuracy curve and the loss curve can be seen in the picture below. 
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        Figure3.4.1 :Accuracy curve and damage curve for training data and test data 

 

 

3.5 Implementation Requirements: 

Error Level Analysis is one of the techniques that use the discover image manipulation 

by stock images at a particular into the quality and frugal the balance between the level 

of compression [10]. In general, this technique is done on images that have a loss 

format. The type of image used in mining this data is JPEG. In JPEG images, 

compression is done. 

independently for every 8x8 pixels in the image. If an image is not manipulated, every 

8x8 pixels in the image must have the same error rate [6]. 

 

the convolutional neural network is a feedforward-based network, the flow of 

information is just one direction from input to output. In the convolutional neural 

network architectures have few layers .such as the convulsive layer and a pooling layer. 

Thereafter, one or more fully connected layers follow. the convolutional layer is applied 

as a property extractor that agency of image properties into the input on the 

convolutional neural networks . Usually, before the fully connected level, there are 

several convolutional stacks and pooling layers that work to disable more abstract 

representations of the features.[9] 
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CHAPTER 4 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Introduction: 

One thing we need to keep in mind before experimenting on this project is that when 

we input an image, the image size becomes smaller. And if the image format is JPEG 

it will take less time to process it. Moreover, the PNG image that is larger in size than 

JPEG image[1]. So we have tried to suggest every image get lossy compression size. 

When we project a JPEG image as input, the image will tell him error level analysis 

and machine learning and tell us whether the image was real or fake. This will not losses 

or damage the images. In this way we have been able to keep more than 80% of our 

accuracy when the machine is taught with a lot of image input. If you input more 

different types of images machine will be more learn and increase result accuracy. 

 

4.2 Experimental Results: 

 

Model Sequential : 

 

                                  Figure 4.2.1 Model Sequential  

 

In this figure 4.2.1 we showing our Model Sequential. We use open-source library 

Keras Model. 
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Figure 4.2.2 Model Sequential  

 

In this figure 4.2.2 we showing our Model Sequential. We use open-source library 

Keras Model. 

 

Experiment 1: 

 

 
 

                                          Figure 4.2.3 Experiment result  

 

In this figure we showing our outcome. In figure 4.2.3 show real value because the 

input data whichever compare to training data that 35% fake value and 65 % real then 

showing result real.  
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Experiment 2: 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2.4 Experiment result 

 

In this figure we showing our outcome. In figure 4.2.4 show real value because the 

input data whichever compare to training data that 86.8% fake value and 13.1 % real 

then showing result real. 

 

4.3 Descriptive Analysis: 

In the picture above it can be seen that the best accuracy of the ninth period is found. 

After the ninth period, the standard of declining legitimacy begins to flatten and 

eventually increases, which is a sign of overfitting. With the help of this method, the 

detection method is soon to be stopped for a large number of epochs used during 

training, when the quality of test accuracy starts to decline or the value of the test 

decreases starts to increase. 

The amount of training age required to achieve convergence is small because the use of 

the error level analysis-converted image feature makes the training model more 

efficient and accelerates the transformation of the convolutional neural network model 

according to the RGB value for each pixel. 
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In the case of classification administration, the results acquired by the model can be 

perfectly telling. This suggests that the feature is in the form of an error level analysis 

image. 

 

4.4 Summary: 

First of all, this research project is a fake image detection using python language. This 

program found a picture forgery or original and shows the result. And there are two 

main methods used in data error level analysis processing (ELA) [4] and machine 

learning techniques in the form of Convolutional Neural Network. Error Level Analysis 

is one of the techniques used to detect image manipulation or edited image. Then error 

level analysis processed data send Convolutional Neural Network architecture layer. 

Convolutional Neural Network has several convolutional fully attached layers. When 

input on Convolutional Neural Network is in from an image data then each pixel can 

be processed. And lastly, show the result Fake or Real an image. So training is the 

Convolutional Neural Network model becomes more efficient and more accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Summary, Conclusion, Recommendation and Implication for Future 

Research 

 

 

5.1 Summary of the Study: 

Fake image detection is very significant topic in the area of computer look. In this 

subject  we focusing on research that detection the fake images using Error Level 

Analysis [4] and  machine learning. Machine learning  neural network are most valuable 

and popular thesis in the globe. But before machine learning our image needs to be pre-

processed and this requires Error Level Analysis. So we started to learn different types 

of papers such as Image Forensics [6] online for error level analysis. Then we go next 

step solution of fake image detection with machine learning methodology. We search 

online and old research paper in this related work but we catch out some research paper 

and related work. From all these papers and online portals we have new ideas and 

concepts then help consist of new recherch project.   

                                                                                

5.2 Conclusions: 

In this study, there are several things that can be concluded from the results of machine 

learning using Error Level analysis [6] and Convolutional Neural Network. 

1. Convolutional neural network uses two convolutional layers, one MaxPooling layer, 

one fully connected layer, and one output layer with softmax that can achieve above 

80% accuracy. 

2. The use of error level analysis can increase efficiency and reduce the computational 

costs of the training process. This can be seen from the reduction in the number of layers 

from the previous method [7] and the number of epochs needed. In the proposed model, 

the number of epochs needed to achieve convergence is only 9. 
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5.3 Recommendations: 

There are some limitations to this systematic review and meta-analysis. Then we create 

sanctions. 

1. The image should first be less compressed (e.g. jpg). 

2.  Input requires a good quality light image. 

3.  Image is definitely not a computer-generated image (CGI). 

4.  Archaeological images cannot be used for detention. 

 

If these are recommended think used then the detection system is work to show his 

current result. 

 

5.4 Implication for Further Study: 

In the future, we are Implication of the mobile application to detection fake images. It 

varies important to implement these actions. fake images create is human. So we have 

to change our mine we will implement it  to day by day. 
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